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Welcome

Rob Bence (left) and Rob Dix (right)

I

WELCOME

n the summer of 2015, we launched the first ever
edition of this magazine. Back then, it represented
our most ambitious venture yet. We had a fledgling
podcast and a growing online community, but launching a magazine felt like a huge leap of faith. We had no
idea what our audience would make of it.
Six years later, we’re grateful to say we’re 30 issues
in and still going strong. We still use many of the same
talented team of writers and designers we did back at
the start, and it’s thanks to them – and you, our readers
– that we’re able to fulfil our mission of making sense
of property investment and helping you to become a
better informed and more successful investor.
If you’ve been with us since the start, you may recall we featured brothers and business partners Phil and
Mark Stewardson in our first ever issue. At the time they
were converting a pub in the West Midlands into seven
flats and were investing heavily in residential homes.
Our thirtieth issue provided an opportune moment to catch up with the pair and find out what they’ve

Rob Bence has over a decade’s experience sourcing
prime property investments on behalf of clients, and
now oversees Property Hub’s own developments too.

been up to and how their strategy has developed over
the past six years.
Elsewhere in this issue, we’ve got features on the
return of gazumping (and tips to avoid being outbid at
the last minute), pulling equity from property, and the
rise of the brandlord (you heard the term here first).
Our cover story takes a deep dive into the newbuild sector and weighs up the pros and cons of buying
new. With the delivery of new-builds picking up pace in
the UK, it may be a segment of the market that presents
new opportunities for you.
Plus, there’s lots of inspiration to be found in our
investor stories and useful guides to boost your knowledge. Our new feature ‘how I got here’ sees Steve Garrett
share his personal experiences of investing and discuss
the challenges, opportunities and influences that have
led him to where he is today.
Happy reading.
Rob & Rob

Rob Dix has written extensively about property
investment for the past seven years. His books,
including The Complete Guide To Property Investment
and How To Be A Landlord, are Amazon best-sellers
with hundreds of five-star reviews.
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A roundup of what’s going on across our hubber channels

I

n celebration of the 30th edition of Property Hub Magazine we took a trip down
memory lane and asked you to
share some of your favourite
features and issues from the
past six years. We had fun going
over old issues and re-reading
some of the inspirational investor stories we’ve covered.
Neil Shayle commented via Instagram telling us Issue 16 was
his favourite, because his case
study appeared in it.

ON SCREEN

ON LINE
Property Hub has made it on to
TikTok and our new Property Tip
videos have proved to be a hit.
We’ve been covering topics such
as ‘how to negotiate a deal with
developers’, and ‘should you save
your money or invest it?’. You can
watch the same content over on
Instagram too. Copy the links below into your browser and give us
a follow.
instagram.com/propertyhubuk
tiktok.com/@propertyhubuk

HUB CHAT

ON AIR

Is it possible to buy an auction
property before the auction takes
place? One Hubber asked this question over on the Forum, looking for
advice on how to avoid paying costly solicitor fees to check the legal
pack of a property he could – in all
probability – be outbid on. He got
some well-informed replies from his
fellow Hubbers. To read the thread,
head to the Forum and search for:
“securing auction properties before
the auction”.
Propertyhub.net/forum

Houses versus flats, which is the
best investment? It’s a debate that
divides opinions and one The Robs
will be revisiting on the podcast in
September, taking current market
conditions into consideration. Then
in October, they’ll be revealing what
type of properties and areas they’re
investing in so that you can follow
their lead. Subscribe to The Property Podcast to make sure each new
episode is delivered straight to your
podcast app.
Propertyhub.net/podcast

“I particularly like the feature
that highlights and takes a close
look at a potential investment
area. And of course the investor features following people’s
progress. Thanks to Property
Hub and the two Robs for all
that you do.”
If you’ve got a property post
you’d like us to share, tag us @
propertyhubuk or use the hashtag #propertyhubmagazine
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INSIDE THE HUB

Season two of Any Other Business
will be launching in September, and
we’ve got lots of updates to share
on what’s been happening behind
the scenes at the business since the
end of season one. There will also be
some guest appearances to look forward to, so make sure you like and
subscribe to our YouTube channel
(below) and don’t forget to hit the
notification bell to be first to find
out when the new episodes drop.
youtube.com/anyotherbusiness

Elly Freeman picked out Issue
27 as her personal favourite.
“As it happens, the one in the
picture, March/April 2021 because I featured in it,” she said
via LinkedIn. “But all are great!
Each issue gives sound advice in
an accessible, user-friendly way.

Market focus
The latest news and
developments from
the property industry

TENANTS GETTING
OLDER...
New analysis of government data by the National
Residential Landlord Association (NRLA) indicates the proportion of private rented households
with someone aged 65 or over living in them has
increased by almost 45% over the past decade.
Research from Paragon Bank earlier in the
year also found that tenants aged 55 to 64 and
65 plus were the fastest growing segments in the
private rental sector.
The NRLA has warned not enough is being
done to help landlords access financial support to
adapt properties to meet the needs of older people
or disabled tenants.
Meera Chindooroy, deputy policy director
for the NRLA said: “With rapidly growing numbers of older and disabled renters we need to do
much more to ensure they, and their landlords,
have the support needed to ensure homes are fit
for purpose.
“Although financial support to make adaptations is available, it is not being advertised anywhere near enough to local landlords by councils.”

NEWS

Fizkes/Shutterstock

Pormezz/Shutterstock

...WHILE LANDLORDS
ARE GETTING
YOUNGER
Meanwhile, the average age of British landlords has
apparently decreased, with almost half (47%) of landlords now aged under 40, according to Knight Knox.
The small survey of 500 private landlords suggests not only are landlords getting younger – they’re
also making more money from rental income than
their older counterparts.
It found the average income per year is highest for
the very youngest landlords, with those aged between
18 and 30 generating an average £25,481 a year.
Andy Phillips, commercial director, at Knight
Knox said: “Landlords in the UK are getting younger
and they’re more willing to invest in the market in
order to grow their portfolios quickly. It’s really quite
remarkable to find that almost half of British landlords
are aged under 40 and shows that property investment
isn’t exclusively for the elite.
“In 2018, 50% of landlords were aged over 55.
Our latest research shows that this has declined to
just 26% being aged 51 or over. The face of modern
landlords in the UK is changing and it’s the younger
generation which is seeing the greatest opportunity.”
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Market Focus

COASTAL
DEMAND
SURGES

Fowey in Cornwall

Properties by the sea are
getting snapped up 20 days
quicker than pre-pandemic.
Rightmove has tracked
around 120 coastal areas
across Great Britain since
the start of the year, to look
at shifts in buyer behaviour.
It found it currently
takes an average of 51 days to
find a buyer for a property in
a coastal location, compared
to 71 days in 2019.
The seaside town of Dartmouth in Devon
topped the list for the biggest increase in buyers, followed by Salcombe, with Fowey in Cornwall in third.
Tim Bannister, Rightmove’s director of property data, said: “what’s really interesting about this
research is that it suggests that the initial surge of
people enquiring about locations outside of cities

Andy333/Shutterstock

before the pandemic, has transitioned into a more
medium-term shift in behaviour.
“While this is by no means an end to city life or
a mass exodus, it does suggest that many buyers are
seeing city and coastal locations both as options to
consider, driven by multiple factors that we’ve seen
this year – such as demand for space, and the ability
to work from home.”

Buy-to-let hubs
revealed
West
Dunbartonshire
1,120
Clackmannanshire
1,070
Edinburgh
23,300
Leeds
24,450

Birmingham
27,060

Redbridge
21,260
Bristol
18,340

Barnet
31,380

Wandsworth
22,120
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NEWS

Blaenau
Gwent
850

HMRC has released data showing how many landlords
live in each county, city, London borough and town
within the UK.
The information was published by The Negotiator and includes landlords that make an income from
property, but excludes those renting out furnished
holiday lets.
The cities with the largest number of landlords
include Birmingham (27,060), Leeds (24,450), Edinburgh (23,200) and Bristol (18,340) while the
London borough with the highest counts include Barnet (31,380), Wandsworth (22,120) and Redbridge
(21,260).
The counties with the biggest concentrations of
landlords are Buckinghamshire (35,220), Cornwall
(32,980) and Wiltshire (26,420).
The places with the smallest landlord population
are largely in Wales and Scotland including Blaenau
Gwent (850), Clackmannanshire (1,070) and West
Dunbartonshire (1,120).
The figures also reveal that the total landlord
population in the UK now exceeds 2.65 million people.

Rise of the
brandlords
Shoppers may soon be able to pop a
tenancy agreement into their basket, as
John Lewis becomes the latest household
name to enter the private rental sector.
But how will such a move impact ordinary
investors? Natalie Thomas finds out

BEHIND THE HEADLINES

A

s UK property continues to outperform many
other asset classes, it’s not surprising everyone
is looking to jump on the property bandwagon.
John Lewis and Lloyds Banking Group have both
made the headlines recently announcing they are to build
and rent out property. So, do investors have anything to
worry about?

The appeal of property
The retail sector has been hit hard in recent years: a
rise in online shopping and the Covid pandemic both
contributing to its woes.
Many brands are looking for new revenue streams,
and for those that already own large property portfolios,
a move into the rental sector seems a lucrative step.
“The costs of entry for the likes of John Lewis are
relatively low as they already own the buildings that they
are transforming into flats. Many are actually above their
stores, so will have shared services and infrastructure
which will reduce servicing costs,” says Hiten Ganatra,
managing director at mortgage brokerage Visionary
Finance.
“UK residential property continues to perform well
from a long-term investment perspective and so for some
brands, the next logical step to gain a greater foothold
in the market is to fund developments; either to sell or
for them to become landlords themselves,” she adds.
“Many companies are sitting on cash balances that
provide no return and so it makes sense for them to
make effective use of these reserves by creating greater

asset value and return by investing into the UK housing
market,” she explains.
John Lewis is planning to create 10,000 homes
for rental, 7,000 of which will be developed from its
existing property portfolio.
The properties will range from studio flats to houses, with the first homes planned for South East England,
however the retailer has made it clear it is looking for
opportunities across the country.
Residents of a John Lewis Partnership home will
have the option of renting it furnished with the department store’s products, or using their own. The developments will also come with a concierge service and
will include a Waitrose convenience store within the
building.
Meanwhile, Lloyds Banking Group revealed plans
in July to launch its Citra Living initiative, initially purchasing 45 apartments in Fletton Quays, Peterborough.
The bank says the scheme will: “start small, with
a focus on buying and renting good quality newly built
properties”. It aims to acquire around 400 properties by
the end of the year and to double that target next year.
It recently announced a partnership with Barratt
Developments to generate stock for the rental market.
One of its ambitions will be to focus on the environmental standards of properties.
Such big-name brands follow in the footsteps of
others such as Legal & General (L&G) (see box out)
who have already made a successful move into property;
in L&G’s case, by tapping into the retirement village
market.
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Rise of the brandlords

Inspired Village’s Bramshott Place retirement village in Hampshire

Legal & General caters for
retirees with its housing
development

So, should existing landlords be worried about competing with retail giants such as John Lewis?
Jeni Browne, director at specialist BTL broker
Mortgages for Business believes demand is so high for
rental properties that there is room for everyone at the
property table – small and large investors alike.
“The lack of affordable housing available to buy in
the UK is fuelling demand for accommodation in the
private rental market. That isn’t going to change any
time soon,” she says.
“With interest rates so low and rental demand so
high, it’s an excellent time to make a lucrative, long-term
investment in property or to expand your portfolio. It’s
clear from the housing crisis that existing private landlords can only plug so much of the gap, so I don’t think
big corporations moving in is going to affect the average
landlord at all,” she says.
Hiten is in agreement and highlights a report by
ARLA Propertymark ‘The impact of short-term lets’
which found 2.7% of the overall landlord population
has changed from long-term to short-term lets, due to
legislative changes in the long-term rental market.
“The strategy has resulted in circa 46,000 properties being removed from the long-term rental market,”
she says.
“Smaller landlords are already exiting the market,
which is resulting in a lack of new rental stock causing
a limited supply of rental properties and so driving up
rents. Therefore, the amount of slack that will need to

(Source: Jamie Bunce, chief executive officer of Inspired Villages)

be picked up by corporate and professional landlords
just to keep to current stock levels is vast,” she observes.
She goes on to say: “It’s not about one sector being
detrimental to another. The key is that quality housing
stock is available for a wide range of tenant types and
budgets to meet the expected demand, especially as for
an increasing number renting is a lifestyle choice and not
simply a steppingstone to owning their own property.
“These demands will have to be met by a combination of private and corporate landlords, so both can
and will have to co-exist to ensure we maintain a healthy
rental sector in the UK,” she concludes.
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Not bad news for landlords

Since its launch in August 2017, Legal & General’s
(L&G) later living business, Inspired Villages has
seen significant growth. It operates six villages with
919 residents, as well as having four sites under
construction – including the UK’s first two net-zero
carbon regulated energy retirement villages.
Its schemes are UK wide and identified by
assessing areas with particular supply and demand
imbalances around ageing demographics and appropriate housing.
Across its developments, Inspired Villages offers a wide range of housing options, ranging from
one-bedroom rental apartments to two and three
bedroom houses for sale, all set within communities
designed for the needs of older people and focused
on promoting an active lifestyle.
Inspired Villages has recently announced a
new £500m joint venture with L&G and NatWest
Pension Trustee Limited (NPTL). This will allow
the business to expand its portfolio across 34 sites,
delivering 5,100 new homes.

How I got here

Steve Garrett set himself
the goal of accumulating a
£1m property portfolio within
ten years. Two years in and
he’s already built just under
half the equity
Steve Garrett

Why did you decide to invest in
property?
I think the seed was planted by my father, when we
used to play Monopoly when I was a child. Over time
that seed grew into a passion for property.
I love property as an investment because it provides cash flow as well as appreciating in value over
time. I also like that it is physical, I can see and touch
it, as opposed to other investments such as stocks
and shares and crypto. Property is also great because
of the power of leverage and inflation.

What was your goal when you first
started?

HOW I GOT HERE

My initial goal (as arbitrary as it sounds) was to build
a portfolio worth £1m, and since property prices
seem to double every 7-10 years, then in around
10 years, I would have £1m in equity, assuming I
bought in the right locations. I thought this would be
a healthy retirement pot.

What was your first deal?
My first deal was an off-plan apartment in Deansgate
Square, Manchester. I bought it via Property Hub Invest. In two years it has created a healthy amount of
equity. Since then, I’ve bought more off-plan apartments and also diversified into houses in multiple
occupation (HMOs).

Tell us how you scaled up to where you
are now?
Initially I wanted to be a hands-off investor, but I
grew to love property and found myself wanting to
be more involved. I joint ventured with some friends
who had more experience than me and we bought
some older houses and fully refurbed and converted
them into HMOs.
I shared my journey on Facebook via pictures

Buildi
proper
and videos and soon people became interested
in what I was doing. I started to work with angel
investors, buying below-market-value properties
and refurbishing them to add value then refinancing to release equity. I paid my investors back their
capital plus double-digit interest, creating a win-win
situation.

What’s the biggest mistake you’ve
made and what did you learn from it?
My biggest mistake was not starting sooner. Initially
I thought I needed to invest close to home and since I
live near London, I didn’t have the funds to invest in
my local area, so I delayed getting started. Then one
day I made the decision to learn everything I could
about property, so that when I had the funds, I’d also
have the knowledge.
As soon as I started learning about property, I
realised I could invest further afield and outsource
the management to an agent. It turns out that yields
and capital growth are better in other areas.
Action creates opportunity. Just get started and
you can figure out the rest along the way.
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How I got here

Left: Steve’s Deansgate Square
apartment in Manchester
Above and right: Steve’s first
HMO renovation in Liverpool

ing a £1m
rty portfolio
Ahem... (bit of a plug) but it was buying a copy of Rob
Dix’s book ‘Property Investment for Beginners’. This is
where my journey started.
I learned the basics from his book and it opened
up other avenues to podcasts and networking events,
where I got recommendations for good brokers, solicitors, deal sourcers and builders. Business is all about
relationships and people in the property industry are
friendly, we all help each other.
(I’ll assume my cheque is in the post Rob).

How close are you now to your original
goal?
I’m two years into my 10-year goal and I have
already built just under half the equity. I expect to
have reached my 10-year goal in one more year, or
less even, so it has taken me less than a third of the
time I thought it would.
The cashflow that I have built up is enough
to cover basic living expenses if I decided to take
some time off from work, but I enjoy work and I like

to reinvest the profits from my properties so I can
scale faster.

What motivates you?
I love learning and improving and I am inspired by
other people who are further in their business/property
journey than I am. I have built up a network of friends
who invest in property as I think it is important to surround yourself with positive, like-minded people.

What advice would you give to
someone hoping to follow in your
footsteps?
Write clearer, more meaningful goals than I did. The
why is more important than the what.
Immerse yourself in information and surround
yourself with people that are already doing what you
want to do.
I read books, listen to podcasts, and attend networking events.
Be consistent – spend a little bit of time every day
working towards your goals.
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What’s been your best decision?

A Titan
achieve
Belfast skyline © Visit Belfast

PLACES
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PLACES

The Belfast property market has bounced
back after a bleak few years, with swathes
of overseas investment and a red-hot rental
market. Neil Cumins reports

A Titanic achievement

C

apital cities have historically been safe places to
invest in property, but every rule has an exception. In 2007, there was little to suggest Belfast
was going to become that exception, with house prices
across Northern Ireland having risen more than 250%
since the millennium. Sadly, the rest is (literally and
metaphorically) history. Prices halved in the subsequent
years, falling further than anywhere else in the UK.
When Property Hub first profiled Belfast back
in 2016, the city’s housing sector was two years into a
recovery period. Confidence was high and prices were
rising, as demand outstripped supply.
Today, those sentiments remain true. Belfast is
now outperforming London in terms of house price
growth, while the city has experienced record levels of
office, hotel and student accommodation take-up since
2015. And although Brexit understandably remains
deeply divisive on this side of the Irish Sea, an independent report published in July cited Belfast’s dual
market access as a unique benefit of investing here.

Maciek Grabowicz/Shutterstock

Not Lagan behind any more

PLACES

It took Belfast a long time to recover from the global economic crisis, but newcomers to the city would
be forgiven for not realising. Local estate agents like
Diarmid Laird, owner of R. Stanley Laird & Son, are
reporting a buoyant market.
“There’s never been a lettings year like this in Belfast,” Diarmid says. “Last year was phenomenally bad,
and a lot of landlords with one and two-bed properties
struggled to let them even once lockdown was over. This
year has been as good as last year was bad.”
Diarmid’s patch covers the university area of
south Belfast, where demand has always been high:
“In a normal year, all the houses in multiple occupation
[HMOs] would be let. Good properties let themselves,
and even older and more tired properties with tenants
in situ still let.”
Larger HMOs are especially popular because of
Northern Ireland’s compact geography: “Belfast is different to every other university city in the UK, because
most of the students at Ulster University and Queens
come from less than an hour’s drive away. They’ll be
living with mates from school, with other people around
the corner who all know each other.”
Consequently, the new purpose-built city centre
student accommodation has proved more popular with
international students than domestic ones.

For whom the Bel’ tolls
Belfast has a few points of difference from British
cities. Recorded crime rates aren’t always accurate,
since some communities rarely call on the police for
assistance. Some western suburbs have strong sectarian affiliations which are rarely published, but

Belfast is now outperforming
London in terms of house
price growth, while the city has
experienced record levels of office,
hotel and student accommodation
take-up since 2015
widely recognised, and this may reduce the rental appeal of local properties. What’s more, it’s not always
clear to newcomers where the boundary lies between
Belfast and the town of Lisburn; Dunmurry and Derriaghy are the southernmost and northernmost suburbs
respectively.
Belfast’s population of around 635,000 people is
mainly found in low-rise suburbs whose architecture
will be familiar to English eyes, even if those iconic
gable-end murals are unique to the Province.
A compact grid-pattern city centre is bounded by
the A12 and the River Lagan, with huge tracts of former
dockland offering boundless redevelopment potential.
Progress is frustratingly slow around the Titanic
Quarter district, where high-profile commercial and
residential sites remain surrounded by acres of empty
land, and there are numerous gap sites waiting to be
regenerated in the city centre as well. The £1bn City
Deal should help in this regard, with hopes of 20,000
new skilled jobs being created as part of a decade-long
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A Titanic achievement

Above: aerial
view over the
River Lagan
Below:
Belfast City
Hall

programme of planned economic growth.
Chris
Selwood
is
co-founder and co-host of the
Belfast Property Meet, which
will shortly be resuming faceto-face gatherings after 18
months of virtual meetings. He
explains how the city’s uniquely
favourable geography supports
job creation: “Most of the new
IT, film and pharmaceutical
jobs are being created around
Belfast because it’s central and
few towns are more than an
hour away. Places outside Belfast are being used as commuter towns.”
Commuting into Belfast is
easier than in most British cities, thanks to impressive transport links. The Larne, Bangor
and Newry Lines service numerous suburban train
stations, while George Best Airport stands close to the
Titanic Museum. Belfast International Airport is a less
convenient 17 miles west of the city centre, though it
does serve over 70 global destinations. Road links into
the city include the southbound M2 and M5, while the
M1 extends as far as Dungannon in County Tyrone.

Building up to a battle
Belfast’s south side has long been its most prosperous
quarter, with suburbs like Finaghy extending towards
the equally affluent Lisburn. However, competition
among buyers has pushed up city-wide house prices
by over a quarter in the past five years, reaching an
average of almost £141,000 according to a survey by
Forex company RationalFX.
It was reported in June that bidding wars in areas
like the Ormeau Road were adding thousands of pounds
to asking prices, with a three-bed semi in Rosetta selling
for an eye-watering £280,000 after multiple buyers
put in offers.
While resale properties are being fought over, construction companies are battling materials and staffing
shortages, according to bodies like RICS. Nonetheless,
this hasn’t held back a rising tide of construction across
Belfast, with landmark projects including the 19-storey
Residence build-to-rent tower being followed by an
adjacent 17-storey residential complex.

SITES FOR SORE EYES

These are some of the current or forthcoming
schemes to watch out for across Belfast:

City Quays

Titanic Quarter
After £600m of initial investment, grand plans
remain for the rest of this riverside complex
beside the eponymous museum. A total of 5,000
apartments are forecast alongside retail and
leisure facilities, but progress remains slow.

Odyssey Quays

City Quays
The third riverside development on this list, City
Quays will repopulate various gap sites on the
Lagan’s west bank. A total of £275m has been
earmarked for a project including 69,677sqm of
Grade A office space, sprawling across 20 acres
of land.
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A £100m masterplan is proposed for a vast car
park between the M3 and the SSE Arena. Plans
would see it transformed into a mixed-use site
featuring 800 houses and two hotels, commercial
and retail space, plus cafés and restaurants.

A Titanic achievement

£

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

Three examples of properties for sale in
Belfast at different budgets:
£75,00
0

A three-bedroom, mid-terrace is being
marketed in the Oldpark area of north
Belfast. Cosmetic upgrading would help to
boost the advertised rental yield of £6,000
per year.

£97,50
0

In further evidence of Belfast’s changing fortunes,
the Department for Communities recently unveiled
a programme of desegregated social housing developments, in a country where 90% of existing social
schemes are dominated by one sectarian group.

Tenants extra
While social housing reinvents itself, the private rental sector is in rude health, supported by thriving film
production and technology sectors which attract professionals from across the UK and beyond.
A one-bed city centre flat should rent for at least
£700 per month, with two-beds worth between £150
and £300 more. Belfast yields average 6.1% according to recent data from lettings management platform
Howsy, while two-bedroom properties typically achieve
yields of 6.9%.
Chris Selwood says yields can creep even higher:
“In the east of the city, you can buy a two-bedroom
terrace for about £85,000 and get £650 per month for
it, which is a gross yield of about 9%. I’d say the yields
are from 7.5-10% for a typical buy-to-let, depending
on the area.”
Affordable rates help, even though landlords in
Northern Ireland are responsible for paying them:
“From a net gain point of view, you’re probably getting
about 5-6%. When you look at places like London, net
yields are 2.5-3%.”

Pack up your troubles

Requiring extensive upgrading and
modernisation, this five-bedroom, threestorey villa just off the Antrim Road
represents a blank canvas for subdivision
or whole-home restoration.

£130,0
00

PLACES

This modern flat stands between
Musgrave Park and Belfast City Hospitals,
with Lisburn Road’s amenities a short
walk away. It offers two bedrooms, two
bathrooms and private parking.
Search conducted via Prime Location and Ulster
Property Sales in August 2021.

Despite retaining the scars of its past, modern-day Belfast is an outward-facing and confident city. It recently
ranked seventh in a Colliers list of the UK’s best areas
for residential investment. Contributory factors in this
survey included the city’s strong house price growth,
plentiful leisure amenities and strong broadband connectivity. Northern Ireland as a whole has the UK’s
highest coverage of full fibre broadband – a key selling
feature among tenants and landlords alike nowadays.
The opportunities presented by the swathes of
brownfield land either side of the Lagan are reminiscent
of other post-industrial cities like Glasgow and Leeds.
They’re likely to play a key role in plans to create over
30,000 new homes by 2035, with the city council especially keen to increase the urban core’s population.
Chris Selwood believes there’ll be plenty of competition for these new homes: “Right now, you’ve got
competition for property from local investors, first time
buyers and investment money coming from outside.
There’s obviously uncertainty about where the market
might go, but we’re nowhere near where we were back
in 2007. It’s a good time to be in the market, and we
may be at the start of a real rise in property prices.”
That’ll be music to the ears of anyone who feels
they’ve missed the boat in other parts of the UK.
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A Titanic achievement

Postcode lottery
These are the key suburbs and districts that landlords and investors
should be aware of:
Best for families: Belmont (BT4), Castlereagh (BT5)
Best for young professionals: Ballyhackamore (BT4/5), city centre
(BT1)
Best for students: University Quarter (BT7), city centre (BT1)
Best for transport links: Holywood (BT18), Sydenham (BT4)
Best for capital appreciation: Titanic Quarter (BT3), city centre
(BT1)
Best avoided: Shankill (BT13), Ardoyne (BT14)

Titanic Belfast
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Gazumping
is back
A resurgence in gazumping means more buyers are losing out
on properties. Mark Rocks sheds some light on the situation
and looks at how you can avoid being outbid

G

azumping has made an
unwelcome comeback. According to findings from
price comparison website Compare
The Market, sellers accepting an offer, only to reject it later in favour
of a higher offer from someone else
has been the leading cause of house
sales falling through over the past
year.
In its survey 38% of participants said they had lost out on a

property due to gazumping, while
39% said they were successful in
buying theirs by putting a late offer in after one had already been
accepted. More worryingly, 75%
of prospective buyers questioned
admitted they would contemplate
gazumping in order to secure their
dream property.
The practice of gazumping is
nothing new, the term dates back to
the 1920s and became commonly
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used in the late 1980s when the
property market was buoyant. The
likelihood of being gazumped,
however, increases in a sellers’
market. As demand for property
starts to outpace supply, desperation mounts and more people are
spurred to adopt ethically dubious
tactics to get what they want.
With data from Hamptons
indicting a third of UK properties
for sale are currently getting at

Gazumping is back

5 TOP TIPS
least three offers, there’s no doubt
the housing market is competitive
right now, fuelling this negative cycle between buyers and sellers.

‘I’ve lost five properties in the
past three years’
As one Hubber told us anonymously via Property Hub Forum, it’s not
just the disappointment of having
a property fall through, there’s the
costs to consider as well. And these
can soon rack up if deals are consistently being taken off the table
at the last minute.
In the past three years they
have lost out on five properties as a
result of being outbid after an offer
had been accepted.
“With surveys involved on
each of these five properties, the
costs have piled up considerably,”
they said.
Agents can often exacerbate
this situation by encouraging bidding wars and not sticking to their
word: “One of these properties was
lost even after I had an agreement
with the estate agent to take the
property off the market after proving I had the funds,” they added.

Shutterstock

At present, there are no laws against
gazumping in the UK. However, in
some places – like Scotland – there
are laws in place that reduce the
likelihood of it occurring. There,
deals are binding once missives
are exchanged, thereby doing away
with the possibility of a last-minute
offer swiping a property.
In France, there’s a ten-day
cooling off period once a property is
purchased, which also contributes
to a reduction in gazumping.
Given the recent rise in property deals falling through, there
have been fresh calls for the government to step in and introduce
similar measures in the UK.

TO AVOID BEING
GAZUMPED
1

Be quick: be as speedy
as possible in the
purchasing process, so
there’s less time for the
vendor to consider other
offers.

2

Take it off the market:
you can request that
the seller removes
the property from the
market, limiting potential
last-minute offers.

3

Gain a good rapport:
having a good
relationship with the
vendor will make it
harder for them to sell
the property from under
your nose.

4

Get an anti-gazumping
agreement drawn up:
you could go so far as to
request the vendor signs
an agreement to not
partake in this practice.

5

Home buyer protection
insurance: if the sale
falls through because
the seller changes
their mind or accepts
another offer, you’ll be
able to claim back some
of your conveyancing
fees, survey fees and
any other costs you may
have incurred.

How to protect yourself
Until changes are made to the UK
system, it’s up to buyers to protect
themselves as best they can. Preparation and speed are key. Once an
offer has been accepted you want
to be in a position to progress with
a sale as quickly as possible. The
less time the vendor has to consider other offers, the less likely you
are to lose out.
It’s also worthwhile ensuring that the vendor removes the
property from the market as soon
as your offer is accepted, as this
will mean less potential gazumpers
will see the property and try and
take it.
You might even explicitly
ask the vendor to sign an anti-gazumping agreement with you.
There’s also Home Buyer Protection Insurance, which essentially safeguards your investment and
money before your property sale is
completed.

What happens next
Whether ministers actually progress with reservation agreements,
or move us closer to the Scottish or
French systems remains to be seen.
But this recent research and
the growing number of people affected by gazumping clearly suggest that the ground has been set
to make changes in the property
purchasing process.
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Protecting buyers

Reservation agreements requiring a buyer or seller that pulls
out of a deal without good reason to
pay compensation, were due to be
trialled in the first quarter of 2020,
then Covid-19 struck.
Similar agreements are already used by some estate agents
and those buying new-build properties are often expected to put
down a reservation fee.
It’s thought these agreements
might work by getting both the
buyer and the seller to put down a
deposit that would be held in a lawyer-held escrow account. Should either party pull out of the deal, they
would forfeit this deposit.
It’s not clear whether the
deposit would be a percentage of
the property price or a set fee. Either way, there’s the risk that in a
buoyant market it still may not be
enough of a deterrent to stop a seller accepting a higher offer.

Phil Stewardson (right) and his brother Mark (left)

INVESTOR STORY

From f la
to factori
It’s been an eventful six
years for Phil Stewardson
and his brother Mark since
they appeared in the very
first issue of this magazine.
Neil Cumins, who wrote the
original feature, catches up
with the pair
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From flats to factories

“For us, mixed
use is the best
area to be in
because it
spreads the risk
a little bit, and
the yields are far
greater”

That was then, this is now
Back in 2015, Phil and Mark were converting the
former Loving Lamb pub on a large corner site in
Netherton, a couple of miles south of central Dudley.
They were remodelling this unused building into six
flats, with a seventh added on to a large flat-roof extension. They had also acquired planning consent for
four two-bedroom houses and a pair of link-detached
villas, exploiting ground formerly occupied by a beer
garden and a car park respectively.
At the same time, the Stewardsons were investing
heavily in residential homes, as Phil recalls: “We were
probably buying a new property every two to three
weeks, and we’d been doing that for ten years.”
Their preferred property style was the ubiquitous
terraced villa, which sold for just £15,000 in the mid1990s. In today’s post-Covid market, they’re still buying
terraces, but those with more room.
“Our preference now is for slightly larger family
homes,” says Phil. “Families want much more space
as a result of the pandemic, so we’re constantly on the
lookout for two, three and four bedroom semi-detached
houses.
“Many of our tenants are able to work from home
so they want office space, and they’re more bothered
now than they were a couple years ago about things
like broadband speed. I think people are a bit more
discerning these days.”
With an imbalance between supply and demand,
this is a tough market even for veterans: “There are too
many buyers and there’s too much cash looking for not
enough deals,” says Phil.
“We carried on through lockdown, but on a
much-reduced scale. The availability of property became so tight that it was extremely difficult to find
anything. Even now, there’s just not enough for sale
despite a lot of cash swilling around.
“We offered on a lot of properties through lockdown, but not many have come off. Over the past twelve
months we’ve bought four or five properties, whereas
we probably should have bought 25.”
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B

ack in the summer of 2015, Property Hub Magazine’s first edition included an interview with
two experienced property investors: Phil and
Mark Stewardson.
The brothers had been involved in property for
twenty years, investing in and around Dudley in the
West Midlands.
Our thirtieth edition provided an opportune moment to get back in touch and find out what’s changed
six years, one pandemic and a shift of direction later.

Top left:
First off-site
constructed
house,
supplied by
Hanse-Haus
and built in
Stourbridge

A DIY ethos

INVESTOR STORY

The brothers have a defined approach to developing newly-acquired properties. “Mark sees the jobs
through, and I deal with finance and admin,” says Phil.
“I’m constantly speaking to agents seeing what’s available, and talking to people who want to sell off-market.
My main focus is on maintaining a strong pipeline, so
we can run two or three jobs together and keep that
pipeline going.”
Active projects are handled in a variety of ways:
“We’ve got our own small works team, plus a number
of subbies that we call on for more specialist things
like electrics, plumbing and roofing. We do core work
like stripping out ourselves. My brother’s a lot more
hands-on than me; I might spend an hour a day on site
with the rest of the time in the office, whereas Mark
is the other way around.”
This ethos has underpinned various commercial-to-residential conversions, though a commercial
element is increasingly being retained: “The Loving
Lamb went very well, and we’ve done half a dozen similar projects since,” Phil recalls. “However, the Loving
Lamb was all residential, whereas we’re now focusing
on mixed-use. We create commercial elements or retail
units on the ground floor and then residential above,
which returns a far greater value.
“If the buildings are positioned right, small retail
units are suitable for anything you can’t buy on Amazon – hairdressers, beauty parlours and hot food operators. We’ve got a large amount of hot food operators,
and at the moment we’re 100% let across everything.”
Retaining an element of commercial property
helped the Stewardsons expand their horizons: “For
us, mixed use is the best area to be in because it spreads
the risk a little bit, and the yields are far greater.”

Centre:
Refurbishment
and extension
of threebed semi in
Halesowen

Diversity awareness
Between 2015 and 2021 the brothers have taken on
increasingly bigger projects. “It was just a natural progression,” Phil says of their transition to industrial projects. “We always look at what’s out of demand. We’ve
acquired small industrial units over the past five or six
years, but a really interesting site came up this summer
which was in the same ownership for 111 years.
“The owner-occupiers had a well-established business that had declined over the past 30 years. As their
business shrank, they let out one of the units which led
to a couple more, and by the time we bought it last year,
their business had finished altogether.”
Phil anticipates it will take between three and five
years to refurbish the 17 small industrial units totalling
around 3,716sqm. “We’ve got quite an extensive refurbishment programme because very little maintenance
has been done,” he says.
At the time of writing, they had completed three
of the units and had just been granted permission to
build four new units of around 83sqm each over the
next nine to 12 months.
“We’re looking at spending around £250,000 on
the site, so it’s quite a big job, but it’s one of those things
we do as the jobs crop up, or when we’re between other
projects,” Phil explains.
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Centre right:
Imperial
Works – 17unit industrial
estate

From flats to factories
Right: The Stourbridge development at a
later stage of construction
Below: The White Lion Inn in Cradley
Heath prior to a mixed-use conversion

Industrial light and magic

Keeping their options open

Future perfect?
Looking into the future, Phil believes the next few years
will be as prosperous for their business as the past six.
“We see the market slowing now, and we really think
the tide has turned. We have lots of offers out there that
we’re convinced will come back onto the market even
though we missed them the first time around.
“At the last minute, buyers will think ‘am I paying
too much for this’ and either back out or try and renegotiate. We probably won’t make the highest offer, but
we’ll say to the vendor or agent ‘if it doesn’t sell, please
come back to us’. We know what it’s worth to us and
we intend to hold for a long time, so we’re not going to
be overpaying.”
That’s a key takeaway for any property transaction,
especially in markets as buoyant as the current one.

k

Whatever the brothers buy, they always have a plan B
and plan C in mind, should their original plans go awry.
“We always have two or three options – our preferred
one, plus a couple of backup plans which could be anything,” says Phil.
And they still think pubs are ripe for redevelopment: “Pubs are always great, because they’ll invariably
be on a busy road with large amounts of floor space and
a decent-sized car park. That gives you a good base to
come up with a plan.
“Normally our preferred option would be to create
a couple of retail units on the ground floor and between
two and six flats above, depending how much space
we’ve got. We’d do all the work, rent it out and hold it
as a long-term investment.

Secondly, we’d consider entirely residential, and
the third option might be demolition and residential
rebuild.”

If you have an interesting property case study (good
or bad) we’d love to share your story. Email us with
some information and photos and we’ll get right back
to you: magazine@propertyhub.net
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Phil says the skills required to redevelop industrial
premises are easily transferable from residential and
commercial. “We have lots of friends that do what we
do, from one or two properties up to several hundred.
All the successful ones started out doing residential
buy-to-let, and progressed into commercial and retail.
Industrial is the hottest part of the market at the moment, with units letting so quickly.
“We don’t just focus on one area; as something
falls out of fashion like retail, we actively pursue lots of
retail sites. You’ve got a lot of investment into industrial
right now, so there aren’t many bargains about, but
we will buy anything. We’ve bought jobcentres, public
libraries, commercial yards to park lorries on, churches.
If there’s an angle for us, we’ll do it. Right now, there’s
real demand for logistics and storage. Industrial is popular with pension funds and large scale investors, so it’s
a very in-demand section of the market.”

In with

Paul D Smith/Shutterstock
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In with the new

Increasing numbers of new-build properties
reaching completion offer investors the
chance to add premium homes to their
portfolios. John Fitzsimons provides insight
into the sector and weighs up the pros and
cons of buying new

the new
COVER STORY
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D

espite the ongoing challenges of the pandemic,
the numbers of new homes being built are encouraging. According to the latest data from the
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG), in the first quarter of 2021 just shy
of 50,000 new homes were completed. That’s not only
an increase of 4% on the final quarter of 2020, but it’s
also the highest number of completions in more than
two decades.
What’s more, work started on around 46,000
homes over the same period, which in itself is the highest figure seen in almost 15 years, and represents a jump
of 7% on the preceding three months.

Why are there more new-builds?
There are a few different factors behind this notable
jump in construction.
The first is simply the gradual easing of Covid
restrictions since the first lockdown, which have made
life easier for developers and builders to produce the
new homes that the nation needs.
The construction industry was understandably
hit hard by the arrival of Covid-19, but was identified
as one of the first areas that needed to be opened back
up in the middle of last year. The work that went into
the housing developments then has resulted in the increased level of completions that we are seeing now.
However, it wasn’t just reopening the industry
that meant an increase in the number of new homes
produced. The authorities also identified ways to give
builders and developers a boost in order to help them
be more productive, even in the time of the pandemic. For instance, builders have been able to negotiate
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more flexible construction site working hours with local
councils, as well as defer payments to those councils,
meaning they could continue with their housebuilding
projects free of cash flow worries.
Measures were also introduced which allowed certain planning permissions, which might have elapsed
in normal circumstances due to work on the building
project not starting, to be extended. As a result, while
those projects may have been a little delayed by the arrival of the pandemic, they were not cancelled entirely,
and these properties are now reaching completion.
There has been financial support too: in the
Spending Review, the government confirmed £7.1bn
is being devoted to the National Home Building Fund,
a pot of money which can be used to provide loans to
developers looking to prepare land for homes or build
the properties themselves. That funding has not only
helped increase the number of new-builds produced in
the year to date, but will also provide a boost to newbuild levels in the years to come.
A further boost to the number of new homes being
built in the future comes from the reforms to the planning process, which the government consulted on last
year. The reforms are aimed at streamlining the process,
so that it’s much easier for developers to actually get on
with building those properties rather than navigating
their way through extensive red tape.
However, according to James Forrestor, managing
director of developer Stripe Homes, it’s the health of
the housing market itself which is the biggest driver in
this uptick in production.
“Housebuilders are building more because prices
are higher now than ever before and because they are
growing at a rate faster than at any time since 2004.
They’re simply cashing in, but of course the
wave will not run forever, and you can expect to see a drop in output in the coming 12
months as the big developers in particular
start land-banking again as price growth
levels out.”

I want a house!

Odbphotography/Shutterstock

It’s notable from the government figures
that when it comes to new-builds, developers are increasingly producing houses
rather than other types of property. Indeed,
in 2020-21 houses made up more than four
in five of all new-build dwellings, the highest proportion seen since the turn of the
century.
Jeremy Leaf, an estate agent and former residential chairman of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS),
notes that this has been the direction of
travel for some time, with homes viewed
as being easier to sell for developers, and
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Where are new homes being built?
A key aim of the government’s planning reforms is to
support the creation of homes where they are most
needed, and not necessarily where there simply happens
to be available land.
Property firm BuildScan has analysed housing
delivery over the past five years to pinpoint the areas
which have seen the biggest increases – and biggest
falls – in new-build home production.
The top three areas are all found within the south
east, with Adur in West Sussex taking the top spot,

Fighting off the competition
The best properties inevitably attract attention from
rival buyers, and that’s particularly true when it comes
to new-build properties. In addition, new-builds offer
the added incentive of being part of the government’s
Help to Buy scheme.
The scheme allows first-time buyers to take advantage of an equity loan worth up to 20% of the purchase price (rising to 40% in London), to boost their
own deposit of 5% when buying a new-build property.
It’s been enormously successful in helping firsttime buyers to pick up a new-build home, with government figures showing that – to date – more than
313,000 first-time buyers have purchased a property
through the scheme.
While the scheme in its current incarnation is
due to end in March 2023, there’s nothing to stop the
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representing a better long-term investment.
The past year has only added to that demand he
says: “Particularly since the beginning of the pandemic, we have noticed the drift towards missing out the
bottom rung in the property ladder if possible, with
buyers keen to purchase houses rather than flats. This
is partly because of the need to work from home with
outside space and also due to bad publicity surrounding
flats, with cladding and leasehold issues.”

having seen a 286% average annual increase in new
homes delivered since 2015. It’s followed by the likes of
Gravesham (220%), Sevenoaks (188%), Harrow (175%)
and Tamworth (88%).
At the other end of the scale, the London Borough
of Bexley has seen the biggest drop in new homes being
built, with an average annual decline of 35% since 2015,
ahead of Hinckley and Bosworth on 30%.

In with the new

“Those considering an investment
in new-build property to
rent should ensure they fully
understand the leases and
covenants that go with them as
these can sometimes throw up
surprises when buying from a
developer”
government extending it once more given the last version of the Help to Buy scheme ended in March of this
year.
Jeremy notes that while he’s seen plenty of demand from first-time buyers in new-builds, they’re often deterred by the size of the deposit required, unless
they have help from family members.

The new-build opportunity
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Jeremy points out that the increased numbers of new
homes now available can make it easier for investors
hoping to add a new-build to their portfolio, particularly if the developer is prepared to forward-sell prior
to completion at a larger discount, so that they can help
fund the remainder of the scheme.
“We have found investors are more likely to buy
off-plan than first-time buyers at that level,” he says.
James argues that proactive investors would benefit from keeping a close eye on the official data around
transactions and mortgage lending. “If demand for property slows you’ll see it happen here first and then the
current bounce in new housing supply may turn to a
surplus. In that event, bargains beckon if you’re taking
a long-term investment view.”

Investing in a high-quality property
One of the big positives to buying a new-build property,
for investors and homeowners alike, is the fact that it’s
new. It hasn’t had to go through years of wear and tear,
and comes with a 10-year building warranty so you’re
covered if anything happens within this time.
If you’re the first owner, then you’re purchasing
the property in the best possible condition which likely means you won’t have to devote too much time and
money towards getting the property ready for your target
tenants and keeping it in good running order.
Indeed, if you invest early in the process, before
the property itself is actually finished, then you may

David Calvert/Shutterstock

be able to set out specifically what you want from the
various rooms. For example, you may be able to arrange
the layout of the kitchen or decide on the finishings and
floorings used.
Ultimately though this is only a positive if you’re
buying from a good developer. Some of the nation’s biggest builders have come in for criticism in recent years
for supposedly cutting corners on their developments,
which has resulted in significant issues arising fairly
soon after completion.
That means it’s really important for you to do your
research on the developers, and the quality of the workmanship of their previous homes, before you invest. That
way you can be confident that any premium you may
be paying for the property, given its new-build status,
will be worth it.
Chris Norris, policy director for the National
Residential Landlords Association, suggests this research should extend to the terms and conditions of
the purchase too. “Those considering an investment in
new-build property to rent should ensure they fully understand the leases and covenants that go with them as
these can sometimes throw up surprises when buying
from a developer,” he explains.

Going green
Energy efficiency is an increasingly important consideration for all landlords. Over the past few years new
regulations have been introduced requiring properties
to have at least an E rating on their energy performance
certificates (EPC).
These new rules have led to some eye-watering bills
for some landlords – running into the thousands – in
order to bring older properties up to shape.
The motivation to improve the energy efficiency
of a property isn’t just the result of official rules and
regulations though. Tenants are becoming increasingly
environmentally aware and want to be confident they
won’t face enormous energy bills themselves.
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As a result, ensuring your investment properties are as efficient as
possible will only boost their appeal.
New-build properties are generally produced to a much higher
standard. Stats released by MHCLG
earlier this year suggest more than
80% of new homes are now being
delivered to a minimum B rating on
the EPC.

Paying a premium
Purchasing a property in prime
condition, built to modern standards, does come at a premium however. New-builds will generally set
you back more than if you were to purchase an older
property.
According to the latest house price index published
by the Office for National Statistics, the average price of
a new-build property in March was £325,482, compared
to £251,199 for existing resold properties.
Of course, this can vary substantially by region. In
some areas the premium you will have to pay for a newbuild property may be relatively small, while in others
it will set you back many thousands of pounds more,
which is an important factor to bear in mind.
While this premium means that adding a newbuild property to your portfolio is likely to cost more
initially, these properties can deliver a bigger return over
the long run. Purchasing in the right area can mean you
enjoy high rents and a healthy yield, while quality newbuilds offer potential for good capital growth.

An unknown quantity

Finding finance
The vast majority of investors will be reliant on arranging a mortgage in order to cover the cost of purchasing
a new property to add to their portfolio, but it’s worth
noting this is not always as straightforward when it
comes to a new-build property.
Lenders are sometimes more cautious around

Is investing in a
new-build worth it?
There’s no question that adding a new-build property to your portfolio can pay off. As we’ve highlighted above, there are many clear advantages.
What’s more, if you invest in the right area then
you can enjoy substantial capital growth from your
investment.
Like any investment, there are potential hurdles that come with a new-build property which
can dent the profitability of such an investment,
from the additional premium you pay at the outset
to the question marks over mortgage finance.
However, if you put in the work from the outset to identify not only the right areas in which
to invest, but the right individual developments,
there’s no reason why a new-build investment cannot prove successful.
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There’s no escaping the fact that investing in a newly
built property does represent something of a jump into
the unknown. When you purchase an existing property – particularly if it’s already being let out – then you
will have a pretty good idea of what level of rent can be
achieved by that property.
That isn’t really the case with a new-build, which is
why it’s so important for investors to do their homework
on what demand from tenants is like in that particular
area, as well as what sort of appetite there is likely to be
from renters to live on a new-build estate.

lending against new-builds. This may be down to the
fact that prices on new-build properties can fluctuate
sharply in the first few years after completion, while
if you are buying off-plan and the property isn’t even
completed, then the lender can’t physically assess the
property and what it is actually worth.
Mark Harris, chief executive of mortgage broker
SPF Private Clients, notes that alongside the standard
underwriting criteria, lenders will also consider the
property type when lending against new-builds, with
flats and maisonettes potentially subject to tapered
maximum loan amounts compared to houses and
bungalows.
“New-build flats can fall foul of risk policies surrounding the physical make-up of the property; for example, the number of storeys acceptable, or whether the
property has cladding. Service costs, ground rents and
builder incentives on new-build properties can also have
an impact on the level of borrowing granted,” he says.
Delays to the completion of a property can lead to
issues with a mortgage. Mortgage offers are only generally valid for six months, but if the build of your new
investment falls behind then there’s a risk you’ll miss the
deadline and have to arrange new finance, potentially
at a higher cost.
Nonetheless, there are plenty of lenders who are
more than comfortable providing buy-to-let finance
against new-build properties, particularly specialist
lenders. However, it may mean going through a mortgage broker in order to arrange that finance, rather than
attempting to apply directly yourself, as some specialist
lenders only offer their products through intermediaries.

INVESTOR STORY

Like moth
like d
Having grown up
watching her mum
Claire successfully
invest in property,
Erica Brownsell always
knew she wanted to
follow in her footsteps,
but it wasn’t until her
mid-30s that she found
the confidence to do so.
Natalie Thomas tells
her story

R

aised in Brixton, South London, Erica recognised
from a young age that investing in property was
a wise move.
“I understood there were parts of the country – especially in the City – where property was going to go up
in value and the earlier you got in the better,” she says.
It wasn’t until her mid-30s however that she understood the mechanics behind investing.
“I didn’t have a lot of spare money in my 20s and
30s to invest and I couldn’t understand how I could
ever get started in my early 30s,” she explains.
This all changed after she started to educate
herself: “It gave me the understanding that a loan is
something to facilitate a greater return. Once I got my
head around that, I refinanced my Brighton flat and
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Name:
Erica Brownsell
Age:
42
Lives:
Brighton
Invests in:
Ayr (Scotland), Glasgow,
Brighton, Godstone (Surrey),
Liverpool and Italy
Occupation:
Owns career consultancy
business Career Matters
Erica, her mum Claire and her
son Barnaby
Left: Erica’s property in
Pontremoli, Tuscany

Years investing:
Five
Strategy:
Investing in overlooked
areas of the UK which offer
both a strong yield and
capital growth. Renovate,
rent and hold.

her,
daughter

Portfolio size:
Eight, with four more
awaiting completion.
Goal:
Financial independence

Forging her own path
Having watched both her parents carve out successful
property businesses, Erica has witnessed first-hand the
highs and lows of investing.
Now the owner of eight investment properties –
with a further four in the pipeline – her mum in particular has helped shape her investment strategy and is now
a co-investor in a number of Erica’s recent purchases.
“My mum and dad were both involved in property
investing,” says Erica. “It was more of a side-line for
my dad, but my mum made it into her business, so I

watched and learned from her along the way.
“My parents got divorced when I was 10, it was
in the middle of the 90s recession when inflation and
mortgage interest rates were high and my mum needed
a way to pay her mortgage. She trained as a conveyancer and a friend loaned her £50,000. She started
flipping property in South London when nobody else
was. She ultimately ended up with a six-bedroom Victorian house.
“At the time, being a female property investor was
really unusual and a lot of the men in the trade didn’t
like it that she knew as much, if not more than they did.
“There was a lot of challenges on the refinancing
side of things and it felt like she was often close to the
wire because if a property was vacant it was running
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released £50,000 and with it bought my first investment property in Ayr, Scotland in 2016,” she recounts.

Above: Erica’s
second Ayr
flat after
refurbishment
Above right:
Erica’s first
Ayr flat before
refurbishment
Right: Erica’s
three-bed in
Mossley Hill
Far right: Erica’s
Godstone
property in
Surrey

INVESTOR STORY

up bills and she needed it to sell. There was a lot of
travelling and her days were long,” she recalls.
Having witnessed this, Erica knew the flipping
route wouldn’t be for her. Instead, her strategy is to look
for strong property growth and yield in up-and-coming
areas and to renovate, rent and hold.
“I have a nose for a good deal and what will rent
well,” she says.
Erica may be taking a different route from her
mum, but she still heeds her advice. “She always used
to say to me: ‘location is everything, it’s much better
to buy something small in a good location than to buy
something big in a bad location’.”
And this is something she has carried with her
from her very first investment in Ayr, Scotland, to her
most recent in Liverpool.

Heading to Scotland
The Scottish homebuying system alongside Erica’s
knowledge of the area due to her university days in Edinburgh are what drew her to the country.
Erica opted to buy her first and second properties at
auction. “The first was a two-bedroom flat for £42,000 in

Ayr, which now rents for £550 a month,” she explains.
Erica describes the seaside town of Ayr as Brighton
ten years ago, due to its close proximity to Glasgow.
She had hoped to refinance the flat but hadn’t realised it can be difficult to obtain a mortgage on properties
over commercial premises, which meant saving again
for her second property.
Luckily for Erica, she scooped her second property
in Ayr in 2017 at auction for only £25,000 and spent
£11,000 converting it from a one to two-bedroom flat.
The renovation went well and tenants moved in,
but her agent failed to seek proper references, so she
ended up with someone who paid one month’s rent and
then never paid again. She eventually had to go through
the courts to recover what she was owed.
Despite being a little jaded by the experience, Erica
went on to refinance her residential home and bought
a property in Glasgow 2018, followed by a second in
March this year. She also made the decision to rent out
two of her previous homes – one in Brighton and one in
Godstone, Surrey.
While building her UK portfolio, Erica and her
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husband Peter were also busy renovating a part investment/part holiday home in Pontremoli, Tuscany.
After falling in love with the property, they purchased it for £125,000 in 2017, spending £40,000 on a
complete renovation of the main house and studio flat.
They now rent it through May to October for
around £3,000 a month.
Back in the UK however, Erica’s main ambition
was to buy in Liverpool – something which became
possible in June this year with the help of her mum.

RUNNING THE NUMBERS
This is how Erica’s three-bedroom property in
Mossley Hill, Liverpool, stacks up financially:
Purchase price: £210,000
Purchase costs: £7,763

The Liverpool dream

Finance method: bought cash, will possibly refinance
six months down the line

“After selling her London home my mum had a large
pot of cash she wanted help to invest. She had given
my brother and I a lump sum each, so they both asked
if I would invest it for them,” recaps Erica.
She knew exactly what she would do with the
cash: “go on a spending spree in Liverpool”.
“Being a cash buyer in Liverpool has been advantageous because now everyone is excited about
Liverpool. Similar properties to what I saw on the
market four years ago are now going for 50% more,”
she explains.
Erica paid for the opinion of a local property
investor who subsequently introduced her to a man
who was able to carry out property viewings on her
behalf.
“He has the advantage of having been a builder,
owns some properties of his own and has very good
local knowledge. He will charge me £70 for a very
thorough viewing,” she says.
“If you’re not local you go to the bottom of the
pile but if you can say ‘I work with someone who is
local who will do the viewing and can make you a
cash offer’ that jumps you up a little bit,” says Erica.
Her first property was a three-bedroom terrace
she bought in June this year for £210,000 in Mossley
Hill.
Erica spent £18,500 refurbishing the property,
adding a new kitchen, bathroom and central heating
system.
With the help of her mum’s investment she is
also awaiting a further four to complete.
While Erica has become a successful investor
in her own right, she still takes on board her mum’s
expertise and advice. “My mum will often think of
something I haven’t thought of and although I can
dismiss some of her concerns, if she says this is a
bad idea for a particular reason, then I will usually
listen to her.”

Renovation costs: £18,500

Total personal investment: £236,263
Monthly rent: £1,450 (estimated)
Monthly expenses: £180
Monthly net profit: £1,270

her own career consultancy. Unsurprisingly she is
looking to slow down a little.
“My personal assistant helps me with the property side of things, but it’s really difficult doing it all
and running my own business, as well as caring for my
17-month-old little boy Barnaby,” she says.
Moving forward she’s thinking about selling her
two properties in Ayr and focussing on Liverpool.
“I know Liverpool is going to have a lot of capital
growth so I fully intend to invest all I can into it and
then just sit on it,” she explains.
Erica is also hoping to share her property knowledge with some of her single female friends.
“They don’t have a pension and are looking to
start out in property investing by refinancing their
home. Something I feel really passionately about is
women being able to achieve financial independence,”
she says.
Just like her mum did for her, Erica is hoping to
advise them along the way.

If you have an interesting property case study (good
or bad) we’d love to share your story. Email us with
some information and photos and we’ll get right back
to you: magazine@propertyhub.net
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Along with running her property portfolio, Erica has
also written a book; The Career Equation and runs

Done up value: £285,000
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Taking time out

Project duration: six weeks

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

Tackling
abusive
tenancies
Domestic abuse inflicts life-changing
trauma on its victims, but it’s not always
easy to identify from afar. Neil Cumins
investigates what landlords should know if
a tenancy becomes toxic
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Tackling abusive tenancies

T

o property professionals, the horrors of
domestic abuse might seem largely unconnected to our industry. Yet anyone
renting out a property is only a phone call or
email away from being dragged into a situation few of us would be adequately prepared
to handle.

Defining the issue

A landlord’s story
It’s startling to discover how little help and
support is available in this area, even where
you might expect to find it. A number of organisations declined to contribute to this article; online resources are often out of date; and
local councils are focused on managing social
housing tenancies.
House in multiple occupation (HMO)
landlord Alexander McDiarmid discovered this
back in May, when one of his tenants accused
another of sexually assaulting and harassing
her during a small house party to celebrate her
imminent departure.
The alleged perpetrator was staying on in
the property with female housemates who were
initially unaware of what had happened. When
Alexander realised something was wrong by the
tone of the victim’s subsequent text messages,
he rang to ask if she was okay, and asked her to
put her story in writing.
Although Alexander handled this situation with tact and professionalism, he was
shocked to discover the absence of any framework for handling such scenarios. He had no
idea how to legally get the alleged attacker out
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Domestic abuse can take many forms. Some,
like coercion, may not be obvious to the victim
(or even the offender if they’re not very selfaware), let alone a property landlord. The UK
government defines domestic abuse as “any
incident of controlling, coercive or threatening behaviour, violence or abuse between those
aged 16 or over”.
The word ‘abuse’ is further expanded to
encompass psychological, physical, sexual,
financial or emotional mistreatment. Other
forms of behaviour are also included, such as
so-called honour-based violence, running up
debt in someone else’s name or making them
economically dependent.
Some charities use masculine pronouns
by default and only offer their services to female
victims, yet Office for National Statistics (ONS)
statistics suggest one in three domestic abuse
victims is male. Anyone can be an abuser, and
anyone could become their next victim. There
are no ‘typical’ factors like race or religion, gender or sexuality, age or disability.
As such, the first thing landlords should
do is to avoid stereotyping potential offenders
or victims. Don’t assume someone is guilty until
proven innocent, but don’t let them convince
you they’re beyond reproach, either. Equally, a
tenant who lives on their nerves or seems frightened could simply be suffering from anxiety
– mental health issues have increased hugely
throughout the pandemic.
Understanding the scale of domestic
abuse is complicated not just by its necessarily
broad definition, but also by politics. Domestic
abuse is a devolved issue, so the Scottish and

Northern Irish governments record separate
statistics to England and Wales.
The most recent ONS overview at the
time of writing was published back in November 2020 and excludes figures from Greater
Manchester Police, because of issues with data
supply. Figures have been further distorted by
lockdowns, holding some abusive relationships
in place while forcibly precluding others.
Even though Crime Survey data suggests
a decrease in domestic abuse in the past year,
an estimated 2.3 million people are believed to
have experienced it over that period. The rise in
recorded crimes is attributed to victims having
greater confidence reporting things to the police, who in turn have improved their reporting
procedures. Over three-quarters of abuse-related CPS prosecutions achieve a conviction,
but getting this far is usually impractical due
to a lack of evidence, or a victim’s reluctance to
testify against their abuser.

Tackling abusive tenancies

A global issue
Aggression and anger are universal human emotions, and abuse is a global issue. However, it’s
defined and policed very differently around the
world:
In California, landlords could be liable
if a tenant is assaulted in their property, if it can be proved the landlord
failed to protect them. This might include not providing enough security, or renting a
property to someone with a criminal record.
In Australia, tenants in Victoria can
change the locks on a rental property
to keep an abuser out, even if their
name isn’t on the lease. There’s also a
fund for covering damage caused during incidents
of domestic violence if the remaining tenants can’t
afford to pay.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

South African landlords are legally not
able to change door locks to prevent
a tenant gaining access, regardless
of whether they pose a threat. South
Africa’s eviction process is onerous, even in cases
of abuse.
In Ontario, tenants only need to give a
landlord 28 days’ notice (normally 60)
if they are experiencing abuse.

of the property and “had to go with what I thought was
best. I had to be impartial and let the tenant make up
their own mind to leave of their own accord.”
He discovered Rightmove’s standard tenancy
agreement carries a vague two-line section about unlawful or immoral behaviour, and he realised there’s no duty
of care or professional ethics for landlords to adhere to.
“My mother-in-law is a safeguarding specialist who
works with council housing and deals with domestic
abuse. When I pressed her for an answer about what
to do, even she couldn’t really give me one. If there’s an
alleged event, you can’t just throw the alleged perpetrator
onto the street, so where does that leave me, and where
does it leave the rest of the tenants?”
This particular situation also turned out to be more
complex than Alexander had initially suspected: “After
speaking to the other tenants and having another chat
with the male tenant, I don’t think things happened quite

how she said. But it really didn’t really matter to me what
the details were. I couldn’t knowingly let that tenant stay,
because if something happened in the future, that would
make me complicit.”
However, had the tenant not willingly agreed to
find new accommodation, protecting the other sitting
tenants could have involved a hugely challenging eviction process: “An eviction could have cost upwards of
£6,000 plus legal advice, with long delays. He could
have stopped paying rent, plus the eviction ban for Covid
was still in place.”

A legal and moral minefield
There are two different aspects to consider when landlords are faced with situations like Alexander’s – their
legal obligations, and their moral responsibilities. There
is no legal requirement for a landlord to report domestic
abuse or discuss it with tenants, or even respond to a
victim’s request for assistance. Yet morally, it’s incumbent on every landlord to offer support whenever and
wherever it’s requested.
Alexander suggests there should be a clear flow
diagram for landlords to follow if there’s a safeguarding
concern or an allegation of abuse, detailing which steps
will ensure the safety of non-abusive tenants while adhering to legal protocols.
The Domestic Abuse Act 2021 provides a degree
of guidance, though Deidre Cartwright of the Domestic
Abuse Housing Alliance thinks landlords should look
beyond their statutory requirements: “Tenants in the private rented sector often have to overcome a lot of barriers
with landlords who are unwilling to put specialist tools in
place to make a home a sanctuary. There’s a minimal legal
requirement for landlords, but their moral and ethical
duty goes beyond that. If they can support someone to
maintain a tenancy or become safe within their property,
that might help them financially in the long run.”

Identifying aggressive behaviour
“Private landlords must respect their tenants’ right to
‘quiet enjoyment’ of their home, and therefore their privacy,” says Chris Norris, director of Policy and Practice at
the National Residential Landlord Association (NRLA).
“However, reports of anti-social behaviour or complaints
about noise may be an indication of aggressive behaviour, as might being asked to replace or repair damaged
property or furniture.
“In the first instance, ask a tenant about their situation if it’s safe, and if they are able and willing to talk.
A landlord can then signpost to specialist services, or
contact the emergency services if they believe there is
an immediate danger.”
Chris says industry-specific legislation wouldn’t
have a significant impact, but landlords should be flexible
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about existing rules: “It is important that those leaving
abusive relationships, often without a full complement
of ID documents or references, are still able to access
accommodation. Statutory requirements such as right
to rent checks have the potential to serve as a barrier to
finding a new home. Additionally, it’s important that a
survivor can end a joint tenancy, and for landlords to
be able to assist.”
Even with hindsight, Alexander admits it’s impossible to avoid scenarios like this entirely: “Domestic
abuse is a very difficult topic because you can’t identify
an archetype of the person who might do something like
this, or see inside their mind.
“Your tenant referencing needs to be spot-on, and
you also have to look at it holistically and maybe do
some Facebook digging. However, things like this are
inevitable. If you have enough properties and enough
tenants, it’s only a matter of time before something like
this crops up.”

MORE INFORMATION

These are some agencies worth contacting if you
have any concerns:
National Domestic Abuse Helpline:
0808 2000 247
Northern Ireland Domestic Abuse Helpline:
0808 802 1414
Scotland Domestic Abuse Helpline:
0800 027 1234
Wales Domestic Abuse Helpline:
0808 8010 800
Domestic Abuse Housing Alliance:
www.dahalliance.org.uk

DOS AND DON’TS FOR LANDLORDS
These are some of the key takeaways to consider if you
suspect a tenancy may be related to ongoing domestic
abuse or violence:

DON’T Make accusations or imply you ‘know’
what’s going on. Victims will often deny anything
is wrong to protect themselves and their abusers, who
they often have complicated feelings towards.
DO Consider ending the tenancy, offering
one party the chance to re-let straight away.
This extracts the perpetrator from a shared tenancy,
providing stability to everyone else (especially children).
DON’T Take unilateral action, like phoning the
police or serving an eviction notice. This could
further destabilise an already volatile situation.
DO Approach issues of non-payment and damage
with caution. While there could be selfish or
malicious reasons behind these actions, they might
equally be indicators of an abusive relationship.
DON’T Become a counsellor, victim support
officer or intermediary. This can entrap you in a
situation you’re not qualified to navigate effectively.

DON’T Over-react to property damage if
domestic abuse may have been a factor.
Calmly itemise the damage, photograph it, and keep
detailed notes of when you discovered it.
DO Adhere to the law. Always seek legal
advice before doing anything over and above
routine landlord activities, to avoid falling foul of the
rules.
DON’T Disclose sensitive information about an
allegation or incident to third parties without
the approval of the victim/s – it’s their story to tell,
not yours.
DO Modify standard tenancy documents to
include extra clauses on what constitutes
immoral behaviour, since the text in generic
agreements is often open to interpretation.
DON’T Become overly friendly with tenants,
since you could end up emotionally involved
or compromised if allegations are made. Remain
professional but distant.
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DO Try to speak to the affected tenant/s alone.
Ask if there are any issues you can help with, and
say you’re happy to assist if requested.

DO Provide leaflets on domestic abuse
services when new tenants move in. Even
if they don’t need support at that stage, they’ll
remember you take these matters seriously.

10 properties in 10 years

10 prope
in 10 ye
Marc and Moona’s current residential project

INVESTOR STORY

A shared passion for
property helped this
couple accelerate their
investments. Felicity
Hannah finds out how
they’ve managed to
accumulate a portfolio
of 10 properties in as
many years
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Name:
Marc and Moona Flinders
Age:
37 (him), 42 (her)
Lives:
West Sussex
Invests in:
Lancing, Sompting,
Rustington, Havant, Crewe,
Sandbach and Kegworth
Moona and Marc Flinders

Years investing:
10-12
Strategy:
BTLs, HMOs, renovations,
garages
Portfolio size:
10 properties
Goal:
31 properties

elderly ladies – the flat I had bought was their brother’s.
They saw me renovating and said they wanted to sell,
and asked would I like to buy theirs without an agent, a
direct sale? So I did that, I put everything in.
“90% of the people I spoke to said I was trying to
run before I could walk, but I dived in and had them
rented out a couple weeks later. It was the beginning
of it all, really.”

‘A bit of a squirrel’

M

arc and Moona Flinders are partners in every
sense of the word. The married couple met, fell
in love and then discovered a shared love for
adventure, travel and property. Their portfolio currently
includes an impressive 10 properties, but they say they’ve
only just got started.

Before they met
Although it took both their skills to get their portfolio
this far, Marc’s investment journey began long before he
met Moona. In fact, he first invested in property aged
just 18, going into partnership with a friend’s wife. But
he had more ambition to grow his investments than she
did, so he ended that partnership and looked for the
next opportunity.
“In 2009 I bought my own flat, a one bed. The year
after I met a few people in the block including two lovely

So how did such a young man get into property so soon?
“I’d saved really hard through my early 20s, I knew I
wanted to be in property and so I was a bit of a squirrel
and kept saving. I managed to put as much as I could
together. Although when I had the three, that was me
quite broke at that point. I was living in one and had
rented out two. I ran a go-kart track and also did building
on the side.”
Having his own building skills was useful as it kept
the costs of his new properties down and he worked hard
to modernise them and add value by turning them from
studios to one-bedroom flats, without the cost of hiring other tradespeople. Then, as he was in the middle
of buying his fourth property, he met Moona and they
realised they shared a passion not just for each other,
but for property.
“I was a full-time teacher, a single mum with a teenage son and I had got my mortgage quite young at 24
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erties
ears

Occupation:
Moona teaches part time
and recently founded Pocket
Private Tutor – a maths app
for kids. Marc manages the
portfolio and runs a renovation
company.

10 properties in 10 years

straight out of university. It was more expensive to buy
than to rent at the time, but it is the best decision I have
made,” she explains.
Moona also had the expertise, she often searched
online property portals and ran the numbers for potential buy-to-lets [BTLs] but hadn’t yet made the jump.
“I actually had old books of properties and lists of yields
and so on, but I was on my own and I was scared to risk
the roof over my son’s head. So I had all these ideas but
hadn’t jumped.”

Joining forces

INVESTOR STORY

They married and it was at that point, with their shared
expertise, finances and ambition, that they property journey accelerated.
“Marc moved into my flat and rented out his home.
I was on a fairly good salary as a teacher, and not long
after we bought our first marital home. I remortgaged my
flat as a buy-to-let so we could get the deposit together
and Marc put in all the cash we needed for renovating it.”
Although their first home wasn’t an investment,
the extensive renovation work they did meant they had
doubled the purchase price when they came to sell, enabling them to expand their empire further.
Marc explains: “We got it under market value, it
needed a lot of work, a lot of hard graft. It hadn’t been
touched for years so we added a big extension at the back,
because it had a good plot.”
“We completely modernised it,” adds Moona. “And
the garden was in such a state. We did all the work it
needed and then we managed to flip it and pull all of our
money out within a year.”
That meant taking a hit – they had to pay an early
repayment charge on their mortgage – but it also freed up
money to plough into their next property. And then the
next, and the next. In fact, they have added roughly one
a year and now have 10 investment properties, including
some held within a limited company.
They range from a one-bedroom flat, to a house in
multiple occupation (HMO), to a three-bed bungalow –
scattered across the UK in the places they have identified
as promising the best returns. And, once again, they’ve
doubled the value of their own home – a converted bungalow – by making extensive renovations.

Varied portfolio
Marc and Moona don’t just look at different kinds of
residential property investment, they also have seven
garages in their portfolio. “They are really good bread
and butter. They look after themselves,” says Marc.
Moona adds: “The garages are a 6-7% yield, although the capital appreciation isn’t that great. But
we have an asset there that we can guarantee a good
return on.”
The dream is to one day have a sizable passive

income so for the time being, they aren’t taking any
money out.
Moona explains: “Marc and I are avid travellers,
we are working to create a passive income so we can
really do more of that. We haven’t ever taken any income from our properties, I think that’s why we’ve been
able to leverage and buy a new property each year. It
accumulates, it goes on a new property.”
Marc agrees: “We’re both young and this is only
just the beginning. We want to aggressively grow the
limited company. We’re looking at income but also capital appreciation.
“Now we have a decent portfolio, we’d like to expand on that and do some joint ventures, maybe even a
commercial to residential renovation or get a big house
and turn it into flats.”

Property plans
After what looks like a decade of rapid growth and fingers in almost every kind of property investment pie, the
couple are now taking a fresh look at their properties
to see if they can make their investments work harder.
It’s meant recently selling a leasehold flat.
“We’re looking at our portfolio with more of a strategic view,” Moona explains. “Flats are a relatively good
investment but the lease and the maintenance meant
those costs were a bit out of our control. They were doing well based on the deposits we put down, but actually
the money would be better elsewhere, somewhere with
better capital growth potential. So we are in the middle
of a bit of a redesign of our portfolio – seeing how the
money can work better.”
“We’re trying to vary the portfolio,” adds Marc,
“so we have a mix of high-yielding HMOs but also the
strong, vanilla BTLs that work. And then the flats that
we’ve added capital growth to. We’re trying to maximise
every different element.”
Their advice for would-be investors is to get on
with it.
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Top left:
Crewe BTL
second
bedroom
after refurb
Centre left:
Crewe BTL
second
bedroom
before refurb
Top right:
Crewe BTL
lounge before
refurb
Centre right:
Crewe BTL
lounge after
refurb
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RUNNING THE NUMBERS
This is how Marc and Moona’s Crewe BTL
stacks up financially:
Purchase price: £146,500
Purchase costs: £6,170
Finance method: 2-year fix at 3.34%
Deposit: £35,185
Amount borrowed: £111,000
Renovation costs: £5,454
Project duration: 7 weeks
Done up value: £180,000

“Save up!” says Moona. “And then you’ve just got to
go for it, don’t be put off. There’s never a perfectly right
time to get started. People talk about the bad things,
what about the bad tenants or if the property market
dips? Property is a long game, it tends to go up. You
have to get started to be in the game.”
Marc says: “It’s not timing the market, it’s time
in the market.”
But that doesn’t mean they advise jumping in
without any support. Moona says: “The property community are really helpful, so don’t be scared to ask questions through forums and social media.”

New in Crewe

Monthly rent: £775
Monthly expenses: £309
Monthly net profit: £466

If you have an interesting property case study (good
or bad) we’d love to share your story. Email us with
some information and photos and we’ll get right back
to you: magazine@propertyhub.net
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but her judgement was put to the test when the agent
they planned to use suggested the bungalow would only
fetch around £650 a month.
“After some insistence, she came and looked at it
after it was done and agreed to try £750, but then the
manager said £775. So we advertised it for £775 and
it was rented within three days. Marc gave the place a
really good makeover by ripping out and replacing carpets and curtains with modern blinds and completely
repainting every room to give it a fresh modern look.
But we didn’t do anything to the kitchen and bathroom.
“It just shows you should do your own due diligence, be confident in your space and check out the
market yourself, you don’t have to follow what your
agent says.”
It’s been a phenomenal journey for the couple so
far. They’ve grown their portfolio rapidly and have plans
to develop it further. So what exactly is the end goal?
Marc laughs as he explains his ambition: “There’s no
science or mathematics to this, but I want at least 31
properties so that every day of the month someone’s
paying me rent!”

k

Their latest property is a three-bed bungalow in Crewe,
which they identified early in 2021, finally getting the
keys in March.
“The bungalow is really close to Crewe Station, a
nice part, near a park. We were looking for more of a
long-term BTL. It was originally priced at £175,000
and dropped to £160,000. We managed to pick it up
for £143,000.
“It looked fairly tired, but it was only cosmetic, just
really old wallpaper and carpets. It was on a large plot,
with a detached garage and a driveway big enough for
four or five cars. I knew it wouldn’t be a huge renovation.”
Although it was a bargain, it wasn’t plain sailing.
“When we got the electrician round, we realised it needed a full rewire. It cost us £2,500 but it just is what it is.”
They managed to save money though, by doing a
lot of the work themselves and through some Covid-enforced savings. Moona explains: “During lockdown, we
couldn’t stay in hotels so we got a blow-up mattress and
spent the night on that. We spent the weekend stripping wallpaper, then would pick up a Nando’s and sit
on the mattress. It was as close to a holiday as we could
manage!”
Researching the market Moona thought the property would command a rent of at least £700 per month,

Total personal investment: £46,819

Property Geek

with Rob Dix

Inflation is back,
but for how long?
The UK economy is heating up and we’re in for
an exciting ride, writes Rob Dix

within a year won’t have a more structural effect.
In the US, the Federal Reserve has taken the trouble to re-define its inflation target as “an average” over
an unspecified amount of time, so there’s no clear point
at which it should be taking action to curb it.
But central bank policies only have specific targets
relating to consumer prices. As investors it’s asset price
inflation we concern ourselves with, and you don’t need
me to tell you what’s happened to property prices over
the past year.
The actions and attitudes of central banks have
been inflating asset prices for years, and the behaviour
of big institutions suggests they believe this is going to
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R

ecently, on The Property Podcast, we aired two
back-to-back episodes about inflation. We’ve
been boring people on the subject sporadically
for years, and finally we’re not alone at the party: with
inflation exceeding the Bank of England’s 2% target
and motoring on towards a predicted rate of more than
3%, everyone’s talking about how long it will last and
what central banks might do in response.
The Bank of England seems intensely relaxed
about rising inflation, believing it to be caused by “transitory” factors relating to the country re-opening after
Covid measures. They may be right, but it seems naïve to
think that pumping an extra £450bn into the economy

Property Geek
repaid through inflation or restructuring, and interest
rates have been so low for so long that no central bank
will be willing to accept the consequences of raising
them until it’s too late.
If you’re an economics geek like me, it’s all quite
exciting. And as an investor, it’s exciting too: the final
stage of the cycle is one to play carefully, but it’s also an
opportunity to make big gains in a short space of time
while inflation is quietly paying down our borrowings.
There’s no way of knowing exactly what will happen and
when, but one thing’s for sure: it’s not going to be dull.

k

continue: companies in the US and UK are racing to buy
real assets – like property – that are more likely to hold
their real value and generate a return than alternative
investments like cash or government bonds.
In the UK, institutions like John Lewis and Lloyds
Bank are getting into the landlord game (see pages 8-9).
Banks have always been keen on property lending as
a means of generating profits, but it’s still remarkable
to see one cut out the middleman and own property
directly. Pension funds like Aviva and Legal & General
have been in the space for several years and are expanding rapidly, recognising that residential property
naturally meets their mandate of producing predictable
inflation-linked income.
Naturally, the boom in asset prices will eventually end how all cycles do: in a crash. We seem far past
the point where a soft landing is possible: government
spending commitments are such that they require additional borrowing every year just to maintain the status
quo, debt is already a level where it can only ever be

Listen to The Property Podcast episodes TPP436
and TPP437 on short and long term inflation at
propertyhub.net/podcast

30 ISSUES OF INSPIRATION
work to develop an income stream that’s going to
pay them well for years to come.
It’s always great to see ambitious projects
executed successfully, and I’ll never get tired of
looking at photos of the shabby “before” and the
shiny “after”. But the most inspiring part for me
is reading about the difference these successes
have made to investors’ lives: the opportunities
they’ve created, the confidence they’ve built, the
new-found freedom they have as a result of their
financial situation changing.
The case studies we feature are – naturally – the most exciting or unusual that come to
our attention. But there are plenty more people
who’ve been quietly investing over the past six
years, proceeding steadily and conscientiously
avoiding excitement if they possibly can – and
still achieving life-changing outcomes.
Almost everyone who’s been putting in the
work will be in a far better financial position than
they were when they received our first issue – and
many readers will even have taken advantage of
that by ditching jobs, spending more time with
family, or just upgrading their lifestyle. Not every
property story is suited to being spread across a
couple of pages with glossy photos, but for the
investor who’s brave enough to take action it’s
always life-changing.
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It’s hard to believe that this is issue 30 of Property
Hub Magazine. When the first issue came out in
May 2015, I was involved in writing, editing and
planning just about all of it. As our team grew,
my input was reduced to suggesting a few feature ideas and complaining about the odd image
I didn’t like.
For the past few years, I’ve been discouraged
from doing even that – and my involvement is now
limited to writing this column. You’ll be too polite
to point out my reducing involvement has been
correlated with a huge improvement in quality,
so I’ll do it instead.
Despite there having been plenty of political and legislative intrigue to fill our pages, in
terms of property price movements it’s not been
the most thrilling of periods. If you’d bought the
average UK property when our first issue came
out, you’d have made a gain of 28% by now – or
just over 4.5% per year. Nothing to be sniffed at,
but nothing to get the pulse racing either.
But we know from the case studies we feature in every issue – always my favourite part,
and consistently the most popular when we poll
readers – that many investors have done far, far
better than that. We regularly see projects where
someone has cleverly unlocked a huge amount of
equity in a short space of time, or put in the hard

How to…

HOW TO

release equity
from your
property
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How to release equity

After a booming year for property prices, you might be thinking
about releasing equity from an existing property to grow your
portfolio. Leah Milner explains what you need to consider first

W

hen a property rises in value, as most UK
properties have done over the past year, the
gap between the value of that property and
your outstanding mortgage (if you have one) gets bigger, meaning your portion of equity grows too.
For those with an acquisitive mindset, this presents an opportunity to free up some cash to spend on
further investments by refinancing. Or, if you are aged
55 or over, there’s the option to switch to an equity
release mortgage.
If you’re considering any of these options, the
risks and rewards must be carefully weighed up first.
Here we take you through everything you need to know.

Weighing up the risks

Understanding your equity position
Before you can work out how much you’ll be able to
borrow, you’ll need to have a clear idea of what your
property is currently worth versus your total outstanding debt, in other words your loan-to-value (LTV).
If you have multiple properties, you might want

Valuing your property
To gauge what your property is currently worth, speak
to local estate agents and book in a free valuation. You
can also check what comparable homes have sold for
on the same street or neighbouring roads using Rightmove and Zoopla.
Be aware that when the mortgage company values
the property, either using an algorithm or by sending
round a surveyor to carry out an inspection, they may
take a more conservative stance than you. For that
reason, it’s a good idea to leave a generous margin of
error in your calculations.

Working out how much you can afford to
borrow
When deciding whether or not to raise capital, you
should estimate your potential returns from reinvesting
the money to make sure they will more than offset the
extra cost of borrowing.
Increasing your debt by remortgaging means that
your LTV will increase and therefore your rate is likely
to be higher. The best rates are normally available to
those borrowing at 60% LTV or below and with each
additional 5% increase in your LTV band the cost will
typically rise.
You might find that remortgaging at around 70
or 75% LTV hits the sweet spot whereby the rates remain attractive, but you are still able to release enough
money to reinvest.
Don’t forget to factor in product and arrangement fees which can run to thousands of pounds and
use an independent broker to find the best deals on
the market.
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In order to feel comfortable increasing your borrowing
against your current investments, you’ll need to feel
reasonably confident there’s not going to be a sudden
crash in prices.
It’s wise to look beyond the national trends and
consider the local picture as well as the outlook for any
specific types of property you hold, such as houses in
multiple occupation (HMOs) or student lets.
While the pandemic has shown us to expect the
unexpected, most experts are not forecasting a major
drop in values any time soon. Still, you need to make
sure you leave enough equity in your property to protect
yourself against the risk of prices dropping.
The danger is that if prices fall to a point where
you have little or no equity left, you could find yourself
trapped on a high mortgage rate unable to switch to a
more affordable deal.

to focus on the one that you think has seen the most
appreciation, or perhaps one where the mortgage is
nearing the end of its initial rate period so you can
avoid paying an early repayment charge (ERC) when
remortgaging.

How to release equity

Releasing money from your home
There are pros and cons to releasing money from your
home versus taking money out of a buy-to-let (BTL)
property.
Dean Esnard, director of mortgage broker Magni
Finance, says: “Before borrowing more against your
home you will need to satisfy your lender’s affordability test which will look in depth at your income
and outgoings.
“Most lenders will not let you borrow on an interest-only basis against your home, so your monthly
payments could be much higher than they might be on
a BTL as you will be paying back the capital as well.”
On the plus side, the rates available to residential
borrowers tend to be slightly lower than those on offer
in the BTL market.
Residential mortgages are typically available at
higher LTVs of up to 95%, while BTL loans are often
capped at 80 or 85%. Yet, taking a very high LTV loan
against your home is a risky and potentially expensive
strategy.
If your current mortgage is close to the end of the
initial rate period or if you have already rolled onto
your lender’s reversion rate you should be able to remortgage to another lender or switch onto a different
product with your current lender without having to
pay an ERC.
This can be an opportunity to release money
by increasing your borrowing. Alternatively, if your
mortgage is mid-way through the period in which an
ERC still applies, you could take out what is known
as a further advance. This is an extra loan on top of
your original mortgage which is charged at current
rates rather than what you are paying for your existing
home loan.

Releasing money from a buy-to-let

HOW TO

If you have the option of releasing money from a BTL
rather than your main home, your monthly payments
are likely to be lower because most mortgages for landlords are available on an interest-only basis.
Dean Ensard says: “When assessing how much
you can borrow, BTL lenders focus on the rental value of the property rather than your personal income,
which means that you might qualify for a larger loan
than you would on your main home.”
Just as with a residential mortgage you should
look to avoid paying an ERC by waiting until the end
of the initial rate period before remortgaging to a new
lender to release money or switching onto a new deal
with your current lender. Alternatively, you can also
take out a further advance on a BTL mortgage.

RUNNING THE NUMBERS:
CASHING IN ON CAPITAL
GROWTH
Let’s say you bought a BTL property for
£100,000 five years ago with a deposit of
£25,000 and an interest-only mortgage of
£75,000.
Over this time you’ve paid back interest at a rate
of 3%, but the mortgage has not reduced as you
have not been repaying the capital so it remains
at £75,000.
However, house prices have increased by an
average of 5% each year, meaning that the
property is now worth almost £128,000.
Your LTV has now improved from 75% to 58%.
You could therefore release 17% of the current
value, or almost £22,000, while still benefiting
from the rates available at 75% LTV.
With £22,000 you would almost have enough to
put down a 25% deposit on another £100,000
property.

Equity release
If you are aged 55 or over, you could use an equity release mortgage to take money out of your home. These
products, also known as lifetime mortgages, can be
particularly useful if you are retired or on the brink of
drawing a pension and struggling to find a lender that
will offer you the length of mortgage term you require
due to your age and income.
You can typically release up to 60% of your property’s value, although it might be less than this if you
have not finished repaying your original mortgage.
Interest rates on equity release mortgages are close
to record lows, but they are still usually more expensive
than standard home loans. Many products allow you
to choose whether to pay the interest each month or to
allow it to roll up and be repaid when the house is sold.
It is vital to get specialist equity release advice
as well as speaking to a solicitor and an accountant so
that you fully understand the implications. An equity
release mortgage might affect your entitlement to state
benefits and could reduce the amount you are able to
pass on to family members as an inheritance.
Borrowing further from your home might not
leave you with enough equity to downsize in the future, although some products offer protection against
this scenario.
For more free educational property articles, courses,
webinars and videos visit propertyhub.net/education
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Investing overseas
While a place in the sun may seem an exciting edition to your
portfolio, you need to be cautious, writes Rob Bence

N

ot many people know this, but just
before the last property crash,
I was in the process of buying a villa in Cyprus. When the
crash hit, the deal fell apart. At
the time I felt really unlucky.
It was only months later I realised how fortunate I’d been.
That experience – and working
in the market during the last
property cycle – taught me a lot
about investing overseas.

Boom time

Foreign ground
There are many complexities to buying a property
abroad that make it more of a challenging investment.
But if you are tempted, there are several things you’ll
need to take into consideration.
Buying property in a different currency means the
price could move in your favour, or against you, depending on the local exchange rate. And, if your mortgage
is based in that currency, then your payments could go
up quite significantly.
Then there’s the timing. Overseas property tends
to be sold to UK buyers most intensely towards the

Remote control
I’m not saying don’t ever invest overseas, but always do a
lot more research than you would ever do for a property
in the UK, and work on a lot of worst-case scenarios,
because when things go wrong overseas, everything is
exaggerated.
If you live in London and something goes wrong
with your property in Manchester, for example, you
can jump on the train and be there within two hours
handle it. But you can’t do the same if you’ve bought
a place on the beach in Bulgaria. And how easy will it
be to sort any issues when you eventually do get there?
While the overseas boom may be a few years away
yet, it will come. So remember this advice and do your
due diligence.
To find out more about our property investment deals
visit: propertyhub.net/invest
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Over the next few years the UK property
market will continue to boom, and inevitably
– as prices rise – people will start to look further afield
for investment returns.
To begin with demand for overseas investments
won’t be crazy high, but as the UK market powers on,
the number of companies selling overseas properties
to UK buyers will start to increase.
It’s easy to get caught up in the hype. For a small
fee, you’ll be wined and dined and taken round properties for a weekend. And while you’re there looking
at lovely apartment, a mile away from the sea, full of
sangria, it’s all very alluring. But when you get home
and realise you’ve bought a place a mile away from the
sea that nobody wants to rent, then it won’t feel like
such a good idea.

end of the cycle, during a selling boom,
so you could potentially be buying at
the worst time.
The reason why so many international investors invest in
the UK is because of its legal
system and the Land Registry,
which is one of the oldest in
the world. In other countries
the property legal system is
nowhere near as established
and a lot of people have been
burnt by this.
Developers of overseas properties will recommend solicitors, but
obviously they will be developer-friendly
solicitors, and not necessarily look after your
best interests. Always go independent, and ask yourself
what you are doing it for?
Most people start investing overseas for capital
growth. They see the market going up by double digits
each year and think: “oh, I want a piece of that,” but
what happens when the market crashes? What rental
return will you be left with?

five

Top
tools for
managing your

portfolio

Unless you can afford to hire an assistant to oversee things for you,
chances are you’ll have struggled to keep up with your portfolio at one
time or another. That’s where these five tools come in handy

1
3

LENDLORD

This online software was created to
make your property portfolio work for
you. Lendlord’s dashboard compiles all
the key information you need about your
properties in one easy-to-digest place.

PROPERTY HUB
PORTFOLIO REVIEW
CHECKLIST

5

LANDLORD VISION

This one is especially relevant if
you’ve decided to manage all your
properties yourself. It has a built-in
accounting and reporting engine,
which means you can stay on top of
income and expenditure. It even sends
you automated reminders of your core
tasks, so you can kiss your to-do list
goodbye.

4

SMART PROPERTY
MANAGER

The name says it all, and if you’ve
got up to 10 properties, you can
use the free edition of this service,
which compiles all the stats and
details for each property into one
place, showing you your cumulative
income as well as rent due dates.
It’s a one-stop shop for smaller
landlords.

GOOGLE SHEETS OR MICROSOFT EXCEL

No, it’s not exactly the most cutting-edge suggestion, but if you’ve been listening to The
Property Podcast, you’ll know how fond Rob & Rob are of the humble spreadsheet, and
sometimes the simplest tools are the best. You can create sheets for logging information
and formulas for working out if the numbers stack up when assessing new deals.
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It’s important to set aside the time
(at least once a year) to review your
portfolio and take a fresh look at your
investment goals. Property Hub has
compiled a free checklist you can
download from our website, listing
everything you need to judge your
portfolio’s performance. Copy this
link into your browser address bar to
download your copy: propertyhub.net/
wp-content/uploads/2019/10/AnnualPortfolio-Review-Checklist.pdf

2

Our online community of
Hubbers is growing every day there’s more than 65,000 Forum
members ready to answer your
property investment questions.
Sign up for free today and join
the conversation as part of the
friendliest property Forum online.
propertyhub.net/forum

I wish
I’d have
known…

of real estate and eventually
into designing and developing luxury properties.

What’s been your
biggest property
mistake and what did
you learn from it?

Founder and former CEO of
luxury property group Platinum
Luxury Design & Development
(PLDD), Paul Rothschild, began
his career in the banking sector
before switching to
property

Paul Rothschild

THE FINAL WORD

Paul started off buying
properties off-plan, trading
them for a profit once they
were complete, or purchasing land without planning
permission and selling it
on once permission was
secured.
Nowadays, PLDD designs
and develops some of the
most desirable residential properties across the
globe. Paul retired in 2019
and lives in Spain with his
family.

What’s your best piece
of advice for aspiring
property investors?

What advice would you
give to your younger
self?
Get started in property as
soon as you can. If you can’t
afford to go it alone, think
about joint venturing or
securing finance, but don’t
buy when property prices
are at their peak.
Avoid following the same
route as everyone else and
stay away from competition, this will only drive
up your cost price, reduce
your margin and increase
your risk.
Always do your own inde-

Not starting soon enough.
I spent many years in other careers: first as a systems
analyst for an aviation and
engineering group, then in
the financial, banking and
insurance sector. It took a
while for me to establish
this was not my passion in
life.
Having said that, it was
all good experience and
helped me develop strong
analytical and financial
management skills and a
foundation for taking well
calculated risks.

Above: two of PLDD’s projects in Zermatt, Switzerland
(top) and the Turks and Caicos (bottom)

pendent research and due
diligence. And, if it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is.

What do you wish
you’d known before
you started investing in
property?
Don’t believe that property and business success

is for “other people” when
in fact it’s available to anyone. I started investing
into property at the age of
34, but what if I’d started 10
or 15 years earlier?
There’s a saying: “don’t wait
to buy property, buy property and then wait”, but you
have to be prepared to take
risks. I took a career gamble
which led me into the world
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Research the industry, establish an area that excites
you the most and gain as
much knowledge as you
can.
Network with others who
understand the business,
listen and learn. Save up
and decide if you want to
go it alone or partner with
someone who has a very
similar drive and passion
as yourself. Then take action – nothing beats actual
experience.
If you’re a portfolio
landlord and would like
to share the lessons
you’ve leaned, we’d
love to hear from
you. Email us with
a brief introduction
and we’ll get back
to you: magazine@
propertyhub.net

Need help with
your buy-to-let
strategy?

FRrtEadEvice

expe sales
– no !
pitch

Then book yourself in for a free strategy meeting and talk to
one of our property experts.
Our one-to-one meetings have been refined over the past eight
years to make sure they provide all the help and guidance you
need to take the next step on your buy-to-let journey.
A free strategy meeting will help you:
Clarify your goals
Understand economics behind successful investments
Plan your next steps
You’ll also be able to get access to discounted premium investments
from the UK’s top developers.
To book your one-to-one session head over to:
propertyhub.net/invest

Everything you need to be an informed, confident
and successful property investor…
Now all under one roof.

Courses | Events | Podcast
Forum | Magazine | Books

PLUS

Taking the hassle out of managing
your properties, wherever they are

Expert guidance to help
build your portfolio

Essential advice to help you keep
more of what you earn

